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Generation of megatesla magnetic 
fields by intense‑laser‑driven 
microtube implosions
M. Murakami1*, J. J. Honrubia2, K. Weichman3, A. V. Arefiev3 & S. V. Bulanov4,5

A microtube implosion driven by ultraintense laser pulses is used to produce ultrahigh magnetic fields. 
Due to the laser‑produced hot electrons with energies of mega‑electron volts, cold ions in the inner 
wall surface implode towards the central axis. By pre‑seeding uniform magnetic fields on the kilotesla 
order, the Lorenz force induces the Larmor gyromotion of the imploding ions and electrons. Due to the 
resultant collective motion of relativistic charged particles around the central axis, strong spin current 
densities of ∼ peta‑ampere/cm2 are produced with a few tens of nm size, generating megatesla‑order 
magnetic fields. The underlying physics and important scaling are revealed by particle simulations 
and a simple analytical model. The concept holds promise to open new frontiers in many branches of 
fundamental physics and applications in terms of ultrahigh magnetic fields.

Laboratory generation of strong magnetic fields have been intensively  studied1–18, because such fields may realize 
new experimental tools for fundamental studies and support diverse applications. Examples include plasma and 
beam  physics19–24, astro-25, 26 and solar-physics27, 28, atomic and molecular  physics29, and materials  science30, 31. 
Magnetic field  reconnection27, 28, generation of collisionless  shock19, gamma-ray and pair  production32–34, and 
fusion application in a strongly magnetized  plasma35–38 are receiving increased attention. Although laser−solid 
interactions numerically predict magnetic fields � a few hundreds  kT18, 21, 23, the highest magnetic field experi-
mentally observed to date is on the kilotesla (kT)  order12, 15. 

Here we propose a novel concept called a microtube implosion (MTI), which generates megatesla (MT) 
magnetic fields utilizing a structured target and intense laser pulses. Suppose that a long-stretched cylindrical 
target contains a coaxial hollow cylindrical space with an inner radius of R0 ∼ 1− 10µm (Fig. 1a). Irradiating 
the target by ultraintense femtosecond laser pulses with an intensity of IL ∼ 1019 − 1022 Wcm−2 generates hot 
electrons with temperatures of Te ∼ 1− a few 10’s mega-electron volts (MeV) according to the ponderomotive 
 scaling39. Note that the ponderomotive scaling does not resemble the true dynamics of electrons on a solid surface 
with a steep density gradient, where the prerequisites for decoupling the quiver and envelope motion of electrons 
do not hold. Hot electrons ionize the target material to produce a plasma of atomic mass number A and initial 
ion density ni0 ∼ 1023 cm−3 to ionization state Z.

The hot electrons are so energetic that some of them exit the target wall and enter the cavity. Therein the 
electron pressure and the electrostatic force balance with each other to form an electron sheath on the plasma/
vacuum interfaces. The surface ions are accelerated inward (implosion, Fig. 1b) through expansion into a vacuum 
by the sheath electric  field40–44. In the ideal situation where a system has a perfect axial symmetry, the temporal 
evolution of the imploding and exploding plasma should also be axially symmetric. In this configuration, a 
magnetic field does not evolve. However, if a pre-seeded magnetic field is introduced into the system, an extraor-
dinary magnetic field can be generated at the center with a 2− 3 orders of magnitude larger magnification factor.

A uniform magnetic field B0 on the kT order, which is parallel to the cylindrical axis (z-axis), is pre-seeded 
by an external laser-plasma device such as a capacitor  coil4, 12–14. Using a ns-long laser, such a seed field quickly 
rises on the sub-ns time scale and diffuses into the MTI target nearly simultaneously, and then slowly decays 
on time scales � 10 ns, which are characterized by impedance of the capacitor-coil. Thus, the lifetime of such 
a pre-seeded magnetic field � 10 ns is much longer than the characteristic time scale of MTI ∼ 100 fs. During 
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the implosion, the Lorenz force deflects ions and electrons clockwise and anticlockwise, respectively, gaining 
azimuthal momentum, as depicted in Fig. 1c. The ion trajectories draw circles with Larmor radii ∼ 0.1− 1 mm 
for typical laser and target parameters in MTI. In particular, the envelope of the ion paths forms a nanometer-
scale hole at the center (hereafter called the “Larmor hole”). Since electrons are negatively charged, the result-
ant direction of the electron current Jeφ is anticlockwise, which is the same as that of the ion current J iφ . Then 
ultraintense spin currents on the order of 1015 Acm−2 run around the Larmor hole. Consequently, the currents 
from the ions and electrons work together to generate MT-order magnetic field Bc at the center.

Compared with other conventional approaches, the most innovative point of the current concept lies in the 
geometrically unique plasma flow. A cylindrically converging flow composed of relativistic electrons and ions, 
which are infinitesimally twisted by the pre-seeded magnetic field in opposite directions, can effectively produce 
ultrahigh spin currents and consequently, ultrahigh magnetic fields. In addition, the current geometry may be 
better suited for many practical purposes.

For over 50 years, researchers have strived to realize high magnetic fields. Many approaches have been 
employed, including high  explosives1, 2, electromagnetic  implosions3, 7, high-power  lasers10, 11, and Z  pinches5, 6. 
The principal physical mechanism of these works is based on magnetic flux compression (MFC) using hollow 
cylindrical structures and pre-seeded magnetic fields. The present scheme also uses a similar physical configura-
tion. However, MTI differs from MFC because the ultrahigh magnetic fields in MTI are generated by the spin 
currents induced by collective Larmor gyromotions.

Results
Two‑dimensional particle simulation. To demonstrate the expected behavior of MTI, we perform 2D 
(x, y) PIC simulations using the open-source fully relativistic code  EPOCH45. In this first part of EPOCH simula-
tions (v.4.10.17), we employ rather simple and ideal physical conditions to effectively extract the salient features 
of the underlying MTI physics. First, the simulation uses the periodic boundary conditions for particles and 
fields, where the hollow cylindrical volume is placed at the middle of the square computational domain. This 
configuration simulates collective targets with multiple equally spaced microtubes inside a heated material. We 

Figure 1.  (a) Perspective view of a microtube irradiated by ultraintense laser pulses (laser configuration is just 
schematic). Uniform external magnetic field B0 is pre-seeded prior to main laser illumination. (b) Top view of 
the inner plasma dynamics. Laser-produced hot electrons drive isothermal expansion of the inner-wall plasma 
into vacuum. (c) Ultrahigh magnetic field Bc is generated at the center due to the collectively formed currents by 
ions and electrons, which are deflected in opposite directions by B0.
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set 100 particles/cell for carbon ions and 200 particles/cell for electrons. The lengths for the unit cell size and full 
span of each side of the square domain are 6.25 nm and 10 µm , respectively. Therefore, the whole computational 
domain size is 1600× 1600 mesh2 . The initial inner radius of the microtube is R0 = 3 µm.

Second, since hot-electron average energy Ehe.av spans the relativistic regime for the parameters of interest, 
we use the Maxwell–Jüttner (M–J)  distribution46 rather than the Maxwell–Boltzmann (M–B) distribution for 
the non-relativistic regime. The M–J distribution defines the hot electron population in terms of the Lorenz fac-
tor γ as f (γ ) = γ 2β

�K2(1/�)
exp(− γ

�
) , where β = v/c =

√

1− 1/γ 2 and � = Te/mec
2 with Te , me , and c being 

the electron temperature, the electron rest mass, and the speed of light, respectively; K2 is the modified Bessel 
function of the second kind. The relation between Ehe.av and Te significantly differs between the two distribu-
tions. That is, Ehe.av = 3

2Te for the M–B distribution ( Ehe.av ≪ mec
2 ) while Ehe.av ≃ 3Te −mec

2 for the M–J 
distribution ( Ehe.av ≫ mec

2).
It should be noted that on such an ultrashort timescale as femtoseconds, there is insufficient time for electrons 

to be  thermalized47, 48. In this sense, employing the M–J distribution, which is characterized by a specific tem-
perature, may not be legitimate. However, high-energy-tail electrons, whose population decreases exponentially 
with energy, predominantly influence the energy transport and thus the dynamics of the overall  system44. In fact, 
both the M–J and M–B distributions have such an exponential dependence in their functional forms. For this 
reason, employing the M–J distribution is an acceptable choice. Actually, simulations have confirmed that the 
same value of Ehe.av yields a similar result for the implosion dynamics and the generation of the magnetic field 
for both energy distributions. Therefore, Ehe.av rather than Te is employed below as a principal parameter. Note 
that we later provide another set of simulation results as a proof-of-principle, using more practical conditions 
that take the laser−matter interactions into account, where the electron population is not approximated by the 
M–J distribution.

Figure 2 shows the temporal evolution of the normalized densities of ions, ñi = ni/ni0 , and electrons, 
ñe = ne/ne0 , under ne0 = Zni0 for a fully ionized carbon plasma with A = 12 and Z = 6 . The solid and dashed 
curves indicate the EPOCH results and the model prediction, respectively. The model is described later. Ini-
tially, the inside of the tube is empty, and the remaining volume is filled with uniform ions with Ti = 10 eV and 
ni0 = 1× 1023 cm−3 and uniform electrons with Ehe.av = 5 MeV. The pre-seeded magnetic field B0 = 4 kT is 
distributed uniformly over the entire computational domain.

After launching the plasma expansion into a vacuum at τ = 0 , the implosion phase is observed for a period, 
τ � 70 fs (Fig. 2). The implosion velocity of the innermost ions remains nearly constant at vi ≃ 6× 109 cm/s 
before the cavity collapse. Macroscopically, ions and electrons in the imploding plasma layer move together and 
maintain charge neutrality. The electron sheath thickness at the plasma/vacuum interface is roughly equal to the 
local electron Debye length �De = (Te/4πnee

2)1/2 ∼ 150 nm, where e denotes the elementary charge, Te ≈ 1.8 
MeV ( Ehe.av = 5 MeV with the M–J distribution), and ne ≈ 6× 1021 cm−3 (Fig. 2).

Figure 2.  Temporal evolution of the normalized densities of ions ñi = ni/ni0 and electrons ñe = ne/ne0 under 
charge neutrality ne0 = Zni0 with Z = 6 (fully ionized carbon plasma). Other fixed parameters are R0 = 3µm , 
ni0 = 1× 1023 cm−3 (i.e., 2 g cm−3 ), B0 = 4 kT, and Ehe.av = 5 MeV. Dashed curves are obtained by the model 
lines for constant velocities (Fig. 4b) and the density given by Eq. (3). Inset shows a magnified view of the 
yellow-painted area.
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Upon cavity collapse, the head group of imploding ions passes the target center at the Larmor hole radius 
r = RH and expands outward. The mean-free-path of ion-ion collisions is roughly given by ℓii ∼ T2

e /4πniZ
2e4 , 

which amounts to ∼ 4 cm ≫ R0 under Te = 2 MeV, Z = 6 , and ni = 1023 cm−3 . Hence, these ions collisionlessly 
intersect other ions, which are still imploding toward the center. Meanwhile, the central density increases to the 
same order as its initial value due to the geometrical accumulation effect (Fig. 2, inset). The Larmor hole radius, 
RH ≈ 20 nm, indicated at the top of the inset corresponds to the analytical prediction at τ = 90 fs (Eq. 5). The 
Larmor hole is also seen in the simulation result as the one-humped structure, but the simulated one grows more 
quickly than the model and expands outward. This is attributed to the fact that a highly compressed ion sphere 
is created at the center and the strong electrostatic field radially pushes the ions outward.

Figure 3 shows snapshots taken from the dominant period of the magnetic field generation, τ ≈ 80− 120 fs: 
(a) the normalized ion density ñi = ni/ni0 , (b) the normalized electron density ñe = ne/ne0 , (c) the azimuthal 
electron current Jeφ , and (d) the magnetic field Bz . Comparing Fig. 3a and b provides insight on how the core 
plasma develops. The one-humped structure forms in the central region and oscillates at the ion-plasma fre-
quency ωpi = (4πniZ

2e2/mi)
1/2 to emit compression waves outward at sound speed cs = (ZTe/mi)

1/2 . Applying 
the numbers used in Fig. 3 (i.e., ni = 1× 1023 cm−3 and Te = 1.8 MeV) yields cs ≃ 9× 108 cm/s and the cycle 
τcyc = 2π/ωpi ≃ 9 fs ( ν ≡ τ−1

cyc ≃ 110 THz), which agree well with the simulation result.
According to Ampere’s law, c∇ × B = 4πJ + Ė , the azimuthal current distribution, Jφ = Jeφ + Jiφ , 

directly contributes to the magnetic field Bc generated at the center. The azimuthal electron current density 
Jeφ dynamically evolves around the center over the distance approximately equal to the local Debye length 
�De ∼ 100− 150 nm (Fig. 3c). According to Faraday’s law, c∇ × E = −Ḃ , when Bc reaches its peak, the dis-
placement current ( ∝ ∂Eφ/∂t ) becomes substantially small. Then, Bc is given as the sum, Bc = Bce + Bci , where 
Bce = (4π/c)

∫∞
0 Jeφdr and Bci = (4π/c)

∫∞
0 Jiφdr are the contributions from electrons and ions, respectively. 

Due to the high mobility of electrons, the effect of electron currents on the magnetic field generation dominates 
over that of ion currents. MTI simulations indicate that Bce/Bci ∼ 3− 4 or equivalently Bc/Bci ∼ 4− 5 is kept 
nearly constant. For example, Bc ≃ 0.95 MT and Bce ≃ 0.71 MT are derived at τ = 105 fs from Fig. 3c,d, which 
correspond to Bc ≃ 4Bci.

Model. Here, we describe the ion dynamics in terms of a semi-analytical model and demonstrate that it forms 
the basis of the whole system. The time origin matters when comparing the model to the simulation results. To 
avoid confusion, hereafter, we employ the time variable, t, instead of τ used for the simulation. Suppose that a 
planar plasma is held at rest in a half-infinitely stretched region −∞ < x ≤ 0 for t ≤ 0 , which is composed of 
uniform cold ions and hot electrons with densities ni and ne , respectively. We postulate that the plasma is charge 
neutral, i.e., Zni = ne . In addition, hot electron temperature Te is assumed to be constant both spatially and tem-
porally due to the high conductivity. Once the boundary between the vacuum and plasma is set free at t = 0 , the 
plasma begins to expand into the vacuum. The ion motion is governed by the following hydrodynamic system 
describing the mass and momentum conservation as

Figure 3.  Snapshots taken from the dominant period for the magnetic field generation, τ ≈ 80− 120 fs. Fixed 
parameters are the same as those in Fig. 2. (a) Normalized ion density ñi = ni/ni0 , (b) normalized electron 
density ñe = ne/ne0 , (c) azimuthal electron current Jeφ , and (d) magnetic field Bz.
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where ni(x, t) and vi(x, t) are the number density and the velocity of the ions, respectively. Grevich et al.49 found 
a self-similar solution to the above system, where the physical quantities are expressed in terms of a single 
dimensionless coordinate defined by ξ = x/cst (≥ −1) in the forms of ni = ni0e

−ξ−1 and vi = (ξ + 1)cs . Under 
the self-similar solution, the plasma expands to the right supersonically for x > 0 or ξ > 0 , while the rarefaction 
wave propagates to the left at the sound speed cs , corresponding to the path, ξ = −1.

The two physical ingredients, collisionless ions and isothermal electrons, provide insight to harness Grevich’s 
self-similar solution as a useful approximation and to describe the kinetic behavior of the ions. To accomplish 
this, a geometrical modification needs to be added to the self-similar solution. The resultant system behaves 
such that individual fluid elements can penetrate each other in cylindrically converging and diverging processes.

Suppose that an ion with mass mi and ionization state Z is moving at a constant speed vi on the xy-plane 
in a uniform magnetic field B0 , which is parallel to the z-axis. The ion draws a circular orbit with a Larmor 
radius RL = mivic/ZeB0 , where B0 = |B0| . If the position and velocity of the ion are specified at t = 0 to be 
(x, y) = (R0, 0) and (ẋ, ẏ) = (−vi , 0) , respectively, the ion moves on the circle, (x − R0)

2 + (y − RL)
2 = R2

L.
Here, it is useful to introduce cylindrical coordinates, r =

√

x2 + y2 and φ = tan−1(y/x) . The ion path s 
along its Larmor circle is measured with the distance from the initial point (x, y) = (R0, 0) or with the polar angle 
θ = sin−1[(R0 − x)/RL] pivoting around the guiding center (x, y) = (R0,RL) , as illustrated in Fig. 4a. It should 
be noted that Fig. 4a is not to scale. The dimensionless coordinate of the self-similar solution is then redefined 
in terms of s and θ as ξ = s/cst = RLθ/cst . Note that vi and RL are functions of ξ . Consequently, Grevich’s self-
similar solution for a planar system is reformed for a cylindrical system as

where vir and viφ denote the radial and azimuthal component of the ion velocity, respectively. The reformed set, 
Eqs. (3) and (4), rigidly satisfies the mass conservation law for a cylindrical geometry such that the factor R0/r 
in Eq. (3) explains the geometrical accumulation effect. The minus and plus signs of the double sign in Eq. (4) 
correspond to the converging and diverging phases, respectively. The relation between vir and viφ can be under-
stood by considering the simplified physical picture of a single fast ion approaching the center along a straight 
line, y = RH , with a constant speed v0 at r = ∞ , i.e., (vir , viφ) = (−v0, 0) . The ion passes the origin (x, y) = (0, 0) 
at the shortest distance r = RH , when the velocities replace each other, i.e., (vir , viφ) = (0, v0) . Therefore, the 
higher the implosion velocity of an ion, the higher the current and resultant magnetic fields around the center, 
i.e., Bz ∝ Jiφ = Zev0RH/r.

Although Grevich’s solution gives a simple physical picture of plasma expansion into a vacuum, it lacks 
important information such as the location of ion front xf . In fact, Grevich’s solution gives an infinite propagation 

(1)
∂ni

∂t
+

∂

∂x
(nivi) = 0,

(2)
∂vi

∂t
+ vi

∂vi

∂x
= −

c2s
ni

∂ni

∂x
,

(3)ni = ni0
R0

r
e−ξ−1,

(4)
(

vir , viφ
)

=
(ξ + 1)cs

r

(

±
√

r2 − R2
H, RH

)

,

Figure 4.  Analytical model: (a) Schematic explaining the relation between the key parameters (not to scale). 
Curve with its coordinate s stands for an ion path, on which the ion implodes at a constant speed as a function 
of ξ . In most practical cases, RH(nm) ≪ R0(µm) ≪ RL(mm) . (b) Radius-time diagram of ξ-contour lines 
under the same parameters as in Figs. 2 and 3. Temporal evolution of the density profile shown in Fig. 2 is 
directly obtained from this diagram coupled with Eq. (3). The time lag of 12 fs between τ = 0 and t = 0 is fixed 
such that the timing of the cavity collapse coincide for both the simulation and the model.
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speed of the ion front, i.e., ẋf → ∞ as ξ → ∞ . Assuming that the plasma expands adiabatically, a reasonable 
approximation for the dimensionless coordinate of the ion front ξf is obtained such that the plasma front expands 
at the speed ẋf = 2(γ − 1)−1cs

50, where γ denotes the adiabatic index. Meanwhile, the self-similar solution based 
on the isothermal assumption gives the speed of a fluid element at ξ = ξf  as ẋf = (ξf + 1)cs . Equating the two 
speeds gives ξf = (3− γ )/(γ − 1) . In particular, the adiabatic index for the relativistic electrons is γ = 4/350, 
yielding ξf = 5 . This result well explains ξf ≃ 5.5 obtained from the simulation (Figs. 2 and 4b).

Figure 4b shows the r − t diagram obtained from the reformed self-similar system, under the conditions in 
Figs. 2 and 3, where the curves correspond to different values of ξ . The time origin of the model corresponding 
to τ = 12 fs is chosen such that the cavity-collapse timings coincide with each other on the horizontal axes. This 
can be confirmed by the red dashed curve, which shows the trajectory of the innermost ions at an early stage of 
implosion according to the EPOCH simulation (Fig. 2). Combining the curves in Fig. 4b and the density profile 
given by Eq. (3) leads to the dashed curves in Fig. 2 as the model predictions.

The Larmor hole radius RH is obtained from the geometrical consideration under RH ≪ R0 ≪ RL to be 
RH ≃ R2

0/2RL , which is explicitly rewritten as

where ξc(t) = R0/cst corresponds to the ions passing by the target center at time t. The azimuthal ion current, 
Jiφ = Zeniviφ , is then given with the help of Eqs. (3) and (4) by

The spatial profile of the ion current has a maximum JH(t) at the Larmor hole rim r = RH to spatially decay at 
the rate r−2 for r ≥ RH.

In Eq. (7), the factor R0/RH explains the cylindrical accumulation effect. Consequently, the ion current 
contribution to the central magnetic field follows Bci(t) = (4π/c)

∫∞
RH

Jiφ(r, t)dr = (4π/c)RHJH(t) . The space-
integrated quantity Bci(t) is independent of RH itself. With time t, the numerical factor, (ξc + 1)e−ξc−1 , in Eq. (7) 
monotonically increases, and ξc(t) decreases from its initial value ξc(τ = 70 fs) = ξf = 5.5 . Although the factor 
asymptotically approaches its maximum, e−1 = 0.37 , with t → ∞ or ξc → 0 , a cut-off value of ξc exists for the 
physical reason described below.

According to the EPOCH simulations, after the cavity collapse at τ = τc(≃ 70 fs), the magnetic field 
grows at the center for a period of 4− 6 ion-oscillations, i.e., �τ ∼ (4− 6)× τcyc ∼ 40− 60 fs with the cycle 
τcyc = 2π/ωpi ≈ 10 fs for the case in Figs. 2 and 3. This corresponds to τ ∼ 110− 130 fs or ξc ∼ 3 (Fig. 4b). 
After the duration �τ , the core periodically emits outgoing density waves at a frequency ωpi . These waves carry 
a portion of the central plasma energy, as seen in the double-humped structure of the ion density profile for 
τ = 110− 115 fs in Fig. 3a. In fact, Bc(t) begins to decay coherently with the first emission of the density wave 
(Fig. 3a,d). Since the model does not consider this emission process, we estimate the maximum magnetic field 
by limiting the growth at the peak time τpeak = τc +�τ . This corresponds to ξc ∼ 3 . Recalling the observed 
constancy, Bc ≃ 4Bci , leads to its maximum value Bc.max as

Thus, Bc.max is proportional to the total ion flux emitted from the inner surface of the microtube, i.e., 
Bc.max ∝ Zni0csR0 (recall cs ∝

√
ZTe/A).

Figure 5 shows the results of about three dozen EPOCH simulations (solid circles) for Bc.max as a function of � 
defined in Eq. (8). The straight black line denotes the model prediction. Each simulation result corresponds to a 
subset with the key parameters, (B0, ni0,R0, Ehe.av) . Their composition is chosen rather randomly over the ranges, 
B0 = 1− 10 kT, ni0 = 5× 1022 − 2× 1023 cm−3 , R0 = 1− 3µm , and Ehe.av = 5− 15 MeV, while A = 12 and 
Z = 6 are fixed. Despite the random choices, the overall simulation results are smoothly linked in a systematic 
manner by the dashed curves parameterized by B0 . This demonstrates the physical significance of the parameter 
� as an essential measure of the magnetic-field generation in the present scheme.

There is a threshold relation between B0 and � such that the simulation results and the model line agree well. 
For example, for B0 � 6 kT and � � 2.5 , the model well reproduces the overall behavior of the simulation results. 
The physical reason why these curves overlap with the model line is as follows. Although the individual trajec-
tories of charged particles are deformed to radially shift outward due to higher B0 and smaller Larmor radius RL 
(Fig. 4a), the integrated currents and consequently the magnetic field, 

∫

Jiφdr ∝
∫

Jeφdr ∝ Bc , are unchanged.
With B0 = 4 kT, the difference between the simulation and the model begins to increase for � � 1.6 . Moreo-

ver, for B0 < 3 kT, the behaviors of the simulation results are unpredictable by the model. In particular, with 
B0 = 2 kT, the temporal evolution of the system becomes unstable. Although it initially behaves in the reverse 
polarity regime ( Bc.max < 0 ), it eventually turns into the forward polarity regime ( Bc.max > 0 ). This phenomenon 
is labeled as “polarity switching” in Fig. 5. The polarity switching suddenly occurs on the timescale of several 
femtoseconds, when the electron current distribution surrounding the target center evolves very quickly in a 
complex manner. One of the potential causes for this phenomenon seems to be the existence of an electron-rich 
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)(
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)2(
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,
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space at the center, which is omitted in the model assuming that RH is so large (Eq. 5) that electrons are evacu-
ated from the Larmor hole.

Practical simulation with laser‑plasma interaction. In this section, we perform proof-of-princi-
ple EPOCH simulations to demonstrate that strong magnetic fields can still be produced, when the uniform 
hot electron population previously assumed by the M–J distribution is replaced with a realistic laser-plasma 
 interaction45. These simulations reproduce salient features of the MTI process described in the previous sections. 
Note that although the EPOCH code used here is somewhat customized with the same core modules as recent 
releases, the results provided below should be reproducible using the latest release.

We consider an isolated target, which consists of an initially cold, fully ionized charge-neutral carbon-electron 
plasma with an initial ion density ni0 = 3× 1022 cm−3 and electron density ne0 = 6ni0 . We have reduced the 
target density by a factor of ∼ 3 relative to the case given in Figs. 2 and 3 to mitigate the computational cost 
associated with PIC simulations of the laser−plasma interaction. The target’s outer cross-section is a square with 
12-µm-long sides. The inner radius of the microtube is R0 = 3µm . This target is irradiated on each of the four 
outer sides by a large-spot (spatially plane wave) laser pulse with a wavelength of �L = 0.8µm , a total duration 
( sin2 temporal shape in |E|) of τL = 100 fs, and a peak intensity of IL = 1021 W/cm2 . The pulses are co-timed 
such that the peaks of all four pulses interact with the target surface simultaneously. The plasma is modeled with 
a resolution of 100 cells/µm and 200 particles/cell for carbon ions and 400 particles/cell for electrons, using 
the cubic B-spline particle shape included in EPOCH. The full size of the simulation box is 22 µm × 22 µm.

In practical laser-driven configurations, the laser-plasma interaction causes the hot electron population 
driving the implosion to depart from the conditions of spatial uniformity and temperature isotropy, which are 
assumed in the derivation of the maximum magnetic field given in Eq. (8). The energetic electron spectrum has 
multiple energy components and differs from a single-temperature M-J distribution (Fig. 6a). Despite this depar-
ture from the conditions assumed in the previous sections, we still observe strong magnetic field generation with 
similar features to the single-temperature case. Due to the spatial non-uniformities, strong magnetic fields with 
spatially varying signs can be generated in small regions of the implosion volume even without the presence of 
any seed magnetic field. However, the addition of a seed magnetic field ( B0 = 6 kT) increases both the maximum 
amplitude of the magnetic field produced and the spatial volume over which it maintains the same sign (Fig. 6b).

Figure 7 shows the detailed temporal evolution of the physical quantities, which are summarized in Fig. 6b. 
The magnetic field generation in the laser-driven case occurs in two stages, where the majority of the magnetic 
field generation occurs during the first stage. During the implosion, substantial anisotropy in the ion current 
crossing through the center of the microtube generates a strong magnetic field around the center ( r < 0.3µm , 

Figure 5.  Maximum magnetic field as a function of coupling parameter � [Eq. (8)], where 
ñ23 = ni0/10

23cm−3 , R̃3 = R0/3µm , and Ẽ6 = Ehe.av/6MeV denote normalized values for the initial ion 
density, inner radius of the microtube, and average electron energy, respectively. Z = 6 and A = 12 are fixed 
assuming a fully ionized carbon plasma. Solid circles are EPOCH results, which are linked by the dashed curves 
to smoothly guide the readers’ eye.
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Stage 1 in Fig. 7a,c). In the simulations, the magnitude of this magnetic field increases by a factor of � 2 upon 
applying B0 = 6 kT through the MTI process (Fig. 7a). Later, this central magnetic field is further amplified by 
electrons undergoing E × B-directed motion as the central ion population explodes outward (Stage 2 in Fig. 7a,c). 
Unlike Stage 1, which occurs over approximately 30 fs and agrees well with the MTI process described earlier, 
Stage 2 can persist for well over 100 fs. Figure 7 does not capture the end of this stage due to the computational 
cost of these simulations. However, simulations performed with plastic targets suggest the magnetic field can be 

Figure 6.  Electron energy spectrum and magnetic field growth in laser-driven targets ( �L = 0.8µm , IL = 1021 
W/cm2 , τL = 100 fs). (a) Blue-line: Laser-produced electron energy spectrum under B0 = 6 kT, normalized 
such that 

∫

(dN/dE)dE = 1 . Grey dotted line: M-J fit to the spectrum using the ponderomotive temperature 
Tp ≡ (1+ a20)

1/2mec
2 ≈ 11 MeV, where a0 ≡ |e|E0/mecω for a laser with maximum electric field amplitude 

E0 and frequency ω . Green dash-dotted line: M-J fit to the mid-energy part of the spectrum, provided for 
comparison. (b) Maximum magnetic field and radius at which the field falls to half its maximum value (r1/2) , 
obtained by azimuthally averaging the magnetic field; t0 is the time when the peaks of the laser pulses reach 
either x = 0 or y = 0.

Figure 7.  Detailed temporal evolution of the magnetic field Bz and the normalized ion density ni/ni0 of laser-
driven MTI. Summary plots are given in Fig. 6. (a,b) results with B0 = 6 kT. (c,d) results with B0 = 0 . (a,c) 
Magnetic field in the microtube. (b,d) Density of carbon ions during the implosion. The black solid and grey 
dashed contours indicate B = 6 kT and B = 0 , respectively. The first time snapshot ( t = t0 + 30 fs) corresponds 
to a moment immediately before the cavity collapse.
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slowly amplified over hundreds of femtoseconds. In the presence of the 6-kT seed, the first stage, which includes 
the MTI amplification process, generates a ∼ 100 kT magnetic field over r � 0.3µm in approximately 20 fs, while 
the second stage amplifies this magnetic field to ∼ 120 kT over approximately 50 fs and increases the size of the 
central spot to a radius of ∼ 0.5µm.

Discussion
We here briefly discuss laser requirements for MTI. To achieve MT-order magnetic fields experimentally, a 
rough estimate assuming a pulse duration of ∼ 30 fs suggests that a laser system with a pulse energy of 0.1− 1 
kJ and a total power of 10− 100 PW is required. Such high-power laser performance is accessible by today’s laser 
 technology51, 52. Meanwhile, fundamental studies, including proof-of-principle experiments, should be feasible 
using substantially smaller laser systems. Unlike for ultrathin targets with nm-scale thicknesses, MTI targets are 
significantly less sensitive to laser contrast due to the micron-thick wall, while beam co-timing should be within 
10 − 20 fs for implosions with a timescale of ∼ 100 fs.

Detecting MT-order magnetic fields inside a plasma presents a challenge for conventional techniques that 
rely on charged particle sources. In anticipation of achieving ultrahigh magnetic fields, there have been efforts 
to develop other techniques to infer the existence of strong B-fields inside a dense plasma in use of, for example, 
an XFEL photon beam with Faraday rotation  effect17, 20, 24 and spin-polarized  neutrons53.

We roughly estimate the minimum number of beams nB from a uniformity point of view. For simplicity our 
discussion here is limited to the cross-sectional dimensions. Nonuniformity of the imploding ion front is directly 
influenced by that of hot electron density, which comprises the local electron sheath (Fig. 1b). Hot electrons 
produced on the laser-irradiated surface go back and forth between the target surface and the cavity wall with an 
in-between distance �R = R1 − R0 , where R1 is the initial target radius. This hot electron transport is regarded 
as a kind of random-walk diffusion process. The nonuniformity on the outer surface should diminish on the 
cavity wall via this diffusion process along the lateral direction. As is well documented, the diffusion distance is 
given by Ld ∼

√
N�R , where N ∼ c�t/�R stands for the reflection number between the two surfaces during 

the implosion time �t . Consequently, nB � 2πR0/2Ld ∼ 2 (i.e., two-sided illumination) when employing for 
example R0 = 3µm , �R = 2µm , and �t ∼ 50 fs (Fig. 2). It should be noted that controlling both the temporal 
and spacial profiles of the incident laser pulses also plays a crucial role to improve the implosion  uniformity54, 55.

In summary, we propose a novel concept called MTI, which produces MT-order magnetic fields using intense 
laser pulses. Key physical elements of MTI are imploding ion fluxes with quasi-relativistic speeds and the result-
ant ultrahigh spin currents running around the nanometer-scale Larmor hole at the center. The spin currents are 
due to the collective motion of the imploding ions and the accompanying relativistic electrons. The pre-seeded 
magnetic field B0 significantly influences the magnetism of the plasma. For example, the forward (reverse) 
polarity appears in the domain of higher (lower) B0 . Polarity switching is an extraordinary phenomenon, which 
requires further investigation. The scaling law for the maximum magnetic field Bc.max is obtained as a function of 
B0 and the total ion flux emitted from the inner surface of microtube � . With the realistic laser-plasma interac-
tion taken into account, strong magnetic field generation has been demonstrated as a proof-of-principle of MTI.
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